Each grade level has the same Knowledge Box icon. However, depending on the grade level, the content will vary. Therefore, **each user is required to have the correct grade level CD in the CD-ROM to use this program**. No teacher setup is required.

**Student directions**

**Logging in:** The first time a student opens the program and reaches the login screen, **he/she will need to type his/her first name**. Audio directions tell the student how to navigate through the units.

1. Type first name (or name and last initial) in the login box.
2. The student’s name will appear on the top corner and on any other activities.
3. The program does not require the student to save any work to the H: drive. Therefore, teachers do not need to set up classes and the students do not have to necessarily create unique login names.
4. Each grade level software will be divided into units. The contents of each unit will vary depending on the grade level. Usually each unit will contain audio and written directions for on-screen activities, short movie clips, on-screen educational games that can be printed for teacher records, and a help menu.

**Grade Level Titles:**

1. First Grade – All Together
2. Second Grade – People and Places
3. Third Grade – Communities
4. Fourth Grade – Texas
5. Fifth Grade - The United States

**Exiting the program:**

1. Click the X in the upper right corner.

**Saving:** This software is interactive and does not test the students on-screen. Therefore, it does not require any saving to the student H:\ drive.